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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we extend the enthalpic formulation introduced in previous work of Hamila et al. [1], to solve
transient conduction heat transfer during melting of phase change material. The volume fraction of liquid
phase is described by a Heaviside step function smoothly approximated by a logistic curve having a common
"S" shape, also called sigmoid curve. Several conduction test problems during melting of some specific phase
change material are simulated and comparisons are made with the control volume solutions. The simulation of
conduction heat transfer during melting of commercial PCM filling the cavity, in which one or more circular
solid blocks (with enhanced thermophysical properties) are embedded, is performed. The proposed
formulation can handle accurately conduction heat transfer problem with phase change including interface
evolving over time. Special attention is given to distinction between thermophysical properties of solid and
liquid phase which are not equal.
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Among authors who have used the LBM to solve phase
change heat conduction problems, Jiuang et al. [22] have
extended the lattice Boltzmann method to solve a phase
change problem governed by the heat conduction equation
using an enthalpic formulation. The proposed formulation is
based on bringing out an extra source term added to the
lattice Boltzmann equation, in which calculation of the
derivative of the liquid phase volume phase fraction is
performed. To validate the feasibility and accuracy of the
numerical scheme presented, some test problems have been
simulated, namely melting in a half-space, solidification in a
half-space, benchmark three region problem with
solidification phenomena, and finally solidification from a
corner in a quarter spaces. When solving solidification in a
half space, they set both thermal diffusivity and relaxation
time to be unity, next when they simulated three regions
problem, they specified thermal conductivities and heat
capacities ratio between solid phase, mushy zone and liquid
phase. Their validations have been done with analytical
solutions. Huang et al. [23] used an immersed boundary
thermal lattice Boltzmann method to simulate solid-liquid
phase change problems. Tracking the liquid-solid interface
was made through a Lagrangian grid making this interface
represented as a sharp interface rather than a diffusive one.
Numerical examples, including conduction-induced melting
in a semi-infinite space and melting in a square cavity, were

1. INTRODUCTION
Solid-liquid phase change is a basic physical phenomenon
that has wide applications in engineering, such as the casting
of metals, melting and solidification of alloys, artificial
crystal growth from melts, green building, thermal energy
storage, etc. When dealing with phase change problem, the
main issue that has to be worked on is the propagation of the
moving phase change interface, causing inherent
nonlinearities. During the phase change a large amount of
latent heat is released or absorbed on the phase interface,
which gives rise to a significant and sharp variation into
thermophysical properties near the phase change interface.
That's why accurate simulation of solid-liquid phase change is
a challenging task.
The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is a widely used
numerical technique which has been successfully applied to
various hydrodynamics problems [2, 3], fluid flows and
complex physical processes in fluids [4-7]. Its main asset is
its simple algebraic manipulation, its easy solution procedure
and implementation of boundary conditions, together with its
ability of dealing with complex fluids [8]. This explains why
LBM is a very promising and competitive numerical tool in
solving heat transfer process [9-11], turbulence flows [12, 13],
micro-flows [14, 15], porous media [16-18], multiphase flow
[19, 20] and simulation of solid-liquid phase change [21-23].
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carried out and good agreements were found. Beside the
complexity of the proposed LB formulation, the authors
assumed that the thermophysical properties of both liquid and
solid phases are equal and constant, limiting their results to a
specific case study. In their work, Li et al. [24] simulated two
melting problems by a lattice Boltzmann method with an
interfacial tracking method. Both conduction- and
convection-controlled melting problems were solved in order
to validate the proposed formulation. Two different lattice
schemes were used to compute thermal and velocity fields.
The authors assumed that the thermophysical properties of
both phases are equal and constants. Kang et al. [25] opted
for a double-population lattice Boltzmann method to solve a
convection-diffusion problem involving solid-liquid phase
transition process. To obtain the melt fraction, the authors
linearly interpolate the enthalpy and subdivide the expression
into three domains describing the solid phase, the liquid
phase and the melting front. Validation of their model was
performed by simulating first a square cavity initially filled
with a solid pure substance and melting with convection
transfer. Next they extended their work by demonstrating the
ability of LBM to simulate complex systems by solving a
Shell with different numbers of tubes. They also investigated
the effect of the number and arrangement of inner tubes on
multi-tube thermal energy storage systems. However during
all their simulations they made assumptions stating that
densities of both phases are equal, specific heats of both solid
and liquid phases are constant and equal and both thermal
conductivities are constant and equal. Huang et al. [26]
developed a formulation of lattice Boltzmann method able to
solve solid- liquid phase change problems, by modifying the
equilibrium distribution function for the temperature. The
phase interface was traced by updating the total enthalpy, and
the moving interface was treated by the immersed boundary
scheme. The authors assumed that thermophysical properties
of both liquid and solid phases of pure substance are equal
and constant. Huang et al. [27] adapted a total enthalpy-based
lattice Boltzmann method with a mesh refinement process to
efficiently simulate solid-liquid phase change problem. Using
an MRT lattice Boltzmann formulation to compute the
thermal and fluid flow, the authors simulate the thermal field
by a modified relaxation matrix. When it comes to setting the
thermophysical properties of solid and liquid phase, even if
the authors claim that the density and heat capacity of the
solid and the liquid are different, they assumed during their
simulations, equal densities and heat capacities of both phases.
Liu et al. [28] used a double multiple-relaxation-time
lattice Boltzmann model to simulate at macroscopic scale
transient solid-liquid phase change problems in porous media.
The solid-liquid phase change interface is traced through the
liquid fraction which is determined by the enthalpy method.
Numerical simulations were performed, namely conduction
with melting in a semi-infinite space, solidification in a semiinfinite corner, and convection melting in a square cavity
filled with porous media. In their simulation, the authors
imposed equal values of liquid and solid phase heat capacities.
Chen et al. [29] experimentally investigated the melting
behavior of a phase change material in metal foams. The
authors used Paraffin wax as a phase change material in
which aluminum foams were embedded to enhance the heat
transfer. A thermal lattice Boltzmann model with doubled
populations was implemented to simulate, at the pore scale,
the two-dimensional melting of the phase change material in
metal foams. The authors assumed that thermo-physical
properties of both liquid and solid phases of the PCM are
equal and constant. By doing so, the authors omitted a

fundamental requirement needed in performing heat transfer
problems in heterogeneous media, which is the continuity of
the normal flux at the interface between the considered phase
change material and the foam material. Knowing that, there is
obvious difference between the heat capacities of the two
considered materials. The conventional lattice Boltzmann
formulation is unable to take into account this difference and
thereby cannot ensure continuity of the normal heat flux at
interfaces.
In this work, we bring a new alternative method based on
an enthalpic lattice Boltzmann formulation able to accurately
solve phase change material melting by conduction heat
transfer and able to implement different thermophysical
properties of both involved liquid and solid phases. We start
by solving a conduction heat transfer problem during melting
of phase change material, and then we investigate the effect
of including a discrete number of circular solid blocks inside
an enclosure filled with PCM. In all simulated test problems,
an enthalpy-based lattice Boltzmann formulation is adopted
and comparisons with Control Volume solutions are done.
The present paper is organized as follows; section II
presents the proposed enthalpic formulation of the lattice
Boltzmann Method. Section III provides the validation of the
proposed method through comparisons with Control Volume
Method solutions of several test problems. Section IV
concludes the paper.

2. ENTHALPIC FORMULATION
Considering a two dimensional enclosure filled with phase
change material, the governing heat conduction is expressed
as [22]:
where:
  1 fl   sd  fl  liq
C

 1 f l  C

p

p , sd

 fl C

p ,liq

  1 fl   p , sd  fl  p ,liq
S  

fl
L
liq M t

(1)

where, T and  are the temperature and thermal
conductivity, respectively. f l denotes the volume fraction of
the liquid phase.  sd , liq , C p ,sd , C p,liq and LM are
density of the solid phase, density of the liquid phase, specific
heat of solid phase, specific heat of liquid phase and latent
heat of melting, respectively.
In most works investigating phase change heat transfer
problem, the volume-phase fraction of the liquid phase, f l is
a function defined on slice intervals marked out by liquidand solid phase enthalpy [24-27]. In the present study the
expression of f l is taken as a Heaviside step function of
temperature, smoothly approximated by a logistic curve
having a common "S" shape (also called sigmoid curve):

f l T  
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(2)

is the steepness of the so-called sigmoid curve [28]. TM

is the melting temperature.
The single relaxation time lattice Boltzmann equation for

lattice Boltzmann method, we transform it to take the same
form as Equation (10). So, we use the enthalpy h   n C p ,nT

heat conduction problem is [31]

as a new variable (=sd or liq). By taking h   sd C p , sd T ,
Equation (1) becomes:

t
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(3)
where

where, f k is the distribution function,  is the relaxation

 ρliqC p,liq   fl h 

+S
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time, f keq is the equilibrium distribution function and t is
the time step.
In two dimensional problems, the D2Q9 lattice scheme is
eq

usually used.  and f k
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are as below [31]:
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where is the thermal diffusivity. The nine velocities ek and

tF
k

their corresponding weights wk in the D2Q9 lattice scheme
are the following:

w0 =

4
9

,w1,2,3,4 =

1
9

,w5,6,7,8 =

T r , t  

(6)

To prove the validity of the proposed formulation of LBM,
several conduction heat transfer problems in melting process
of a specific phase change material have been investigated,
and comparison of obtained isotherms with Control volume
solutions, have been done. All the proposed problems were
considered inside a square enclosure fulfilled with a selected
PCM. In the first test problem, we consider the most common
phase change material, water. Two different configurations
are adopted, we start by an initial cold temperature equal to
Ti  0.3C , and keep heating up the West and South wall of
the
enclosure
by
imposing
hot
temperature
Twest  Tsouth  1C . The remaining walls (namely, North
and East walls) are maintained adiabatic (Figure 1(a)). In the
second configuration of melting ice, shown in (Figure 1(b)),
only the east wall is transformed into a heated wall, initial and
Ti  0.3C
boundary
condition
are

(8)

By using Chapmann-Enskog expansion, the lattice
Boltzmann model (Equation 1) retrieves the following heat
conduction equation:
T
t

   T  

S

C p

(14)

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

(7)

x
.
t
Once the values of fk over all directions are known,
temperature T is calculated as follows [31]:

k

1
 f  r ,t 
 sd C p , sd k k
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where x is the grid size and U 

T  r , t    fk  r , t 

(13)

Once the values of fk over all directions are known,
temperature T is calculated as follows [31]:

e0   0, 0  , e1   1, 0  U ,
e2,4   0, 1  U , e5,6,7,8   1, 1  U ,

(12)

Consequently, Equation (11) can be solved using the lattice
Boltzmann equation with an extra term source
[31] Fk  wk Stot , by

(4)

 r ,t   wk T  r ,t 


 sd C p , sd

(11)

(9)

The LBM works with Equation (10), while Equation (1)
can be solved by lattice Boltzmann method, only in the case
of constant heat capacitance Cp. In our case, pCp is not
constant and vary with time and in space. Among authors
who investigated heat transfer problems with phase change, a
large number used the conventional lattice Boltzmann method:
the diffusivity is evaluated by using pCp even when it is not
constant. They often omitted differences in thermophysical
properties of liquid and solid phase of the considered phase
change material [23-27]. In order to solve Equation (1), using

Twest  Tsouth  Teast  1C , and the North wall is insulated.
The second test problem consists of an enclosure containing a
selected commercial PCM [32], in which we insert a circular
solid block of natural Graphite [33]. Initially the hole
enclosure is kept at Ti  0C . North and East wall are
insulated and Twest  Tsouth  26C . In the last test example
performed in this study initial and boundary condition of the
previous test is the same, we multiply the number of circular
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natural Graphite blocks inside the enclosure filled with the
same PCM used in the previous test example. By doing so,
we tend to approach a porous medium configuration

at two different time steps are plotted, evolution of the
melting process is progressing from three sides of the
enclosure.
Simulation of the same test problems were conducted with
the "Conventional" lattice Boltzmann method, where solution
of the conduction heat transfer during melting is performed
by solving Equation (4) where the diffusivity is evaluated by
using pCp even when it is not constant. When compared with
the proposed lattice Boltzmann formulation the conventional
LBM results show some discrepancy with the control volume
solutions literally in all performed test problems.

3.1 Melting of a phase change material (water)
To demonstrate the feasibility and accuracy of the
presented formulation, we begin by solving conduction heat
transfer in melting of ice inside a square enclosure. Initially
the medium is at cold temperature. Coordinates and boundary
conditions used in this test problem are illustrated in Figure 1.
Two different set of boundary condition are investigated as
shown in Figure 1(a) and (b) respectively.
In Table 1, we provide the thermophysical properties used
in this simulation.

(a)

Table 1. Thermophysical properties of water
Phase


[Kg.m

-3

]

-1

[KJ.Kg K

Liquid
Solid

1000
917



Cp

4.186
2.05

-1

-1

[W.m K
]

1.6
2.22

-1

LM
]

-1

[KJ.Kg ]

333.6

(b)

Figure 2. Comparisons between present LBM source
formulation (black solid line), conventional LBM (red solid
line) and CVM (symbol) prediction of isotherms at (a)
t  0.1 and (b) t  0.5 for   7 in case of melting of ice
from a corner
(a)

Figure 1. Illustration of heat conduction in melting of ice (a)
1st configuration and (b) 2nd configuration
In Figure 2, comparisons of the obtained lattice Boltzmann
results with the Control volume solutions are shown and
excellent agreements are found. Isotherms were plotted at
several time steps, highlighting the melting evolution of ice
during time. In this configuration melting was progressing
from a specific corner, while in the Figure 3, where isotherms
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3.2 Melting from a corner of a PCM containing another
solid with circular conducting solid

(b)

The second test problem investigated is a conduction heat
transfer problem in a square enclosure filled with a phase
change material in which we insert a circular conducting solid
with different thermophysical properties than those of the
PCM. The circular solid block inserted for the current
simulated test problem has radius equal to R=0.5.
In Table 2, thermophysical properties of PCM and solids
inserted are given
Table 2. Thermophysical properties of used materials
PCM

Figure 3. Comparisons between present LBM source
formulation (black solid line) conventional LB (red solid line)
and CVM (symbol) prediction of isotherms at (a) t  0.1 and
(b) t  0.5 for   7 in case of melting of ice in a square
enclosure



Phase

[Kg.m

Liqui
d
Solid

To give an idea of the volume fraction of the liquid phase
used in this paper, we plot the melting front of each
conduction test problem performed. In Figure 4, plots of fl for
melting ice for the two different configurations mentioned in
Figure 1 (a) and (b) are presented.
Since the considered PCM is water, melting temperature is
obviously set to TM  0C , which is not the case of the next
test problem, in which the PCM investigated has a melting
temperature equal to TM  25C [32].

-3



Cp
]

-1

-1

[KJ.Kg K

-1

[W.m K

-1

LM
]

]

1510

1

0.55

1800

2.3

1.5

-1

[KJ.Kg ]

185


[Kg.m

-3

Solid (Natural Graphite)



Cp
]

1100

-1

[KJ.Kg K

-1

-1

[W.m K

-1

]

]

0.846

3

The previous enthalpic formulation detailed in section II,
have to be modified to take into account the presence of one
or more conducting solids of circular form, inside the PCM
medium.
The same source term formulation is adopted to solve the
current and next conduction problems. The enthalpy of the
solid phase change material h   sd C p , sd T is used as a new

(a)

variable. In this test problem we consider two different media,
the first is the PCM, and the second is the solid block inserted
in the center of the PCM region (Figure 5).
By rewriting governing equation for heat conduction in
both considered media, we get:
➢
1st medium: solid block
h

(b)

t

   h   Stot
ρsbC p,sb   h 

ρ
 sd C p,sd  t


Stot = 1-

=

sb
 sd C p , sd

➢
h
t

(15)

2nd medium: Phase Change Material:

   h   Stot
 ρliqC p,liq   fl h 

S
 ρsd C p,sd  t

Stot = 1Figure 4. melting front position for   7 at t  0.5 for (a)
melting of ice from a corner and (b) melting of ice from three
sides at time, present LBM source formulation (black solid
line) conventional LB (red solid line) and CVM (symbol)

=
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 sd C p , sd

(16)

For multi-domain problems, continuity of both temperature
and normal heat flux should be ensured. The present
enthalpic lattice Boltzmann formulation, ensure temperature
and normal flux continuity [1]

lattice Boltzmann method are also plotted in Figure 6 and
clearly they are mismatching with control volume solutions.
3.3 Melting from a corner of a PCM in a quarter space
containing discrete circular conducting solids

Insulated

In this case, precisely, we tend to approach a porous media
configuration by including inside the phase change material
fulfilling the enclosure, a discrete number of circular
conducting solids owing more efficient thermophysical
properties than those of the considered PCM. In this context
we chose to simulate melting of a commercial PCM inside a
square enclosure in which we insert 16 solid blocks (Figure
7), with radius equal to 0.2, whose thermophysical properties
are same as in Graphite (natural Graphite [33]) with melting
temperature of the PCM equal to TM  25C . Initially at

Solid phase

Insulated

(t  0) the medium is at Ti  0C , West and South wall of

Liquid phase

the enclosure are kept at Twest  Tsouth  26C .
Figure 5. Schematic diagram of heat conduction in melting of
a PCM with one encapsulated circular solid block
(a)

Figure 7. Schematic diagram of heat conduction in melting of
a CPM with encapsulated circular solid blocks
(b)

Figure 6. Comparisons between present LBM source
formulation (black solid line), conventional LBM (red solid
line) and CVM (symbol) prediction of isotherms at (a)
t  0.2 , (b) t  5 for melting of PCM with one conducting
circular solid inside a square enclosure

Figure 8. melting front position fl (  1) for melting of
PCM with 16 conducting circular solids inside a square
enclosure

In Figure 6, isotherms are plotted for different time steps,
and comparisons are made between the present enthalpic
lattice Boltzmann formulation and the control volume
solution. An overview of Figure 6 shows good agreements.
The circular solid block inserted for the current simulated test
problem has radius equal to R=0.5. Likewise the previous
heat conduction problems, results given by "conventional"

In Figure 8, plot of the volume fraction of the liquid phase
is established, and as time evolves, the process of PCM
melting is on progress starting from the South-West corner. In
Figure 9, we compare results from CVM solutions with those
obtained by the proposed LB formulation. Very good
agreements are observed
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formulation possesses thereby a great potential to solve heat
conduction problem with irregular and evolving interface
over time. It can naturally be extended to multiple relaxation
time lattice Boltzmann model.

(a)
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NOMENCLATURE

Cp

ek
fk
f keq

fl
h
LM

r

S
t
T
TM
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specific heat capacity,  J / KgK 
lattice velocity vector in direction k
particle distribution function in the kth
direction
equilibrium distribution function in the kth
direction
Volume fraction of liquid phase
enthalpy
Latent heat of melting
position vector  x, y  , m
Source term
time, s
Temperature
melting temperature

k

weight factor in the kth direction

x, y

axial coordinates



x
t

Greek symbols



thermal diffusivity, m s




steepness of the sigmoid curve
thermal conductivity, W / mK





density, Kg / m

2

relaxation time,
space step
time step

Subscripts



liq
sb
sd

3
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liquid phase
Solid block
solid phase

s

